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Our Price $26,995
Retail Value $29,995

Specifications:

Year:  2020  

VIN:  SALCK2FX4LH878049  

Make:  Land Rover  

Stock:  LH878049  

Model/Trim:  Discovery Sport  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  Black  

Engine:  2.0L Turbo I4 246hp 269ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray Cloth  

Transmission:  9-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  14,686  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 19 / Highway 24

**Discover the Epitome of Luxury and Adventure: The 2020 Land Rover
Discovery Sport Standard**

Step into a world where style meets substance with the 2020 Land
Rover Discovery Sport Standard. With a mere 14,686 miles on the
odometer, this exquisite vehicle is primed and ready to take you on a
journey of unparalleled comfort and performance.

Luxuriate in its sleek black exterior, a color that exudes sophistication
and power. As you approach, the Discovery Sport greets you with its
elegant exterior entry lights, ensuring a grand entrance every time. The
LED daytime running lights not only enhance visibility but also add a
touch of modernity to the vehicle's timeless design. The body-color
mirror caps and front bumper blend seamlessly, while the roofline rear
spoiler and dual-tip exhaust hint at the vehicle's sporty nature.

Upon opening the door, you're welcomed by the refined gray cloth
interior that offers a perfect balance of comfort and durability. The
spacious cabin is designed to cater to both the driver and passengers,
providing an inviting atmosphere for all your travels.

At the heart of this marvel is the robust 2.0L Turbocharged I4 engine,
delivering a potent 246hp and 269ft. lbs. of torque. Paired with a 9-
Speed Shiftable Automatic transmission, the Discovery Sport offers a
driving experience that is both exhilarating and smooth. Whether you're
cruising through city streets or conquering rugged terrains, this vehicle
is engineered to provide an exceptional ride.

The Discovery Sport doesn't just impress with its performance; it's also
at the forefront of connectivity and entertainment. The 10-inch
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at the forefront of connectivity and entertainment. The 10-inch
infotainment screen is your gateway to the InControl system, which
offers intuitive access to a suite of features designed to enhance your
driving experience. With six speakers and speed-sensitive volume
control, your favorite tunes are always at the perfect pitch, enriching
every journey with crystal-clear audio.

Stay connected and in control with the wireless data link Bluetooth,
allowing for seamless integration of your devices. The smart device app
function enables engine start from a distance, warming up or cooling
down the cabin before you even step inside. Voice-operated phone
capabilities ensure that you can stay focused on the road while
managing calls effortlessly.

Every detail of the 2020 Land Rover Discovery Sport Standard is
crafted to elevate your driving experience. The rear fog lights enhance
visibility in challenging weather conditions, ensuring safety without
compromising on style. The vehicle's practicality is matched by its
luxurious features, making it the perfect companion for both daily
commutes and adventurous getaways.

This Land Rover Discovery Sport is not just a vehicle; it's a statement of
intent. It's for those who demand excellence and refuse to settle for
anything less. It's for the trailblazers, the pioneers, and the
connoisseurs of life's finer things.

Don't miss the opportunity to own this embodiment of luxury and
capability. The 2020 Land Rover Discovery Sport Standard awaits those
ready to embrace a life of discovery and excitement. Contact us today
to schedule your test drive and experience the thrill of this majestic
vehicle firsthand.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2020 LAND ROVER DISCOVERY SPORT P250
STANDARD

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

Regular oil
changes

3 Previous owners

Types of owners: Personal lease,
Personal

Last owned in Hawaii

14,843 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=SALCK2FX4LH878049&source=BUP
https://autosourcehawaii.com/vehicle/7246767/2020-land-rover-discovery-sport-honolulu-hi-96814/7246767/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row 

- Center console trim: aluminum - Dash trim: leatherette - Door trim: leatherette 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Interior accents: aluminum  

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Ambient lighting - Cargo area light - Cruise control 

- Footwell lights - Multi-function remote: keyless entry - Power outlet(s): 12V cargo area  

- Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Rearview mirror: auto-dimming - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  

- Universal remote transmitter: Homelink - garage door opener  - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display 

- Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Exhaust: dual tip - Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color 

- Rear spoiler: roofline - Daytime running lights: LED - Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  

- Rear fog lights  - Taillights: LED - Side mirrors: heated  - Spare wheel type: steel  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy - Front wipers: rain sensing  

- Laminated glass: infrared-reflecting - Rear privacy glass - Rear wiper: auto-on in reverse  

- Solar-tinted glass - Window defogger: rear
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